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It is helpful to know a step by step process for guiding
someone through the conversion experience.
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1. Begin the _______________________.

1. Begin the _______________________.

Use the conversation guide – FIRM - ___________, interests,
_____________, and message. A good transitional question is “In
your personal opinion, what do you _____________ it takes to go to
heaven?”
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2. Present the ________ of Salvation.
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You can use a ___________, your personal ______________,
an ____________________ or the ____________ road (Rom 3:10,
6:23, 5:8, 10:13).
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3. Invite the Person to ________________ Christ.
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Do not _______________ them into an insincere decision. If
there is resistance, leave the ___________ open to share another time.
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They may pray out __________, pray ________________, or
______________ a prayer after you.
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Have them fill out a “Spiritual ________ Certificate.” Share
Bible _____________ about salvation (John 5:24, 1 John 5:11-13).
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6. Instruct the _________ Believer.
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Encourage them to make a profession of _____ (Mt 10:32-33),
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_________ for the new convert. Invite them to __________.
Encourage them to join a _____________ School class.
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